Refer a Friend

Terms & Conditions
$500 REFERRAL PAYMENT
1.

To be eligible, you (The ‘Referrer’) must be registered as a potential participant with Nucleus
Network. You are still eligible for a referral bonus if you were excluded from a trial or are waiting for
screening.

2. Anyone you refer (The ‘Referral’) must not have registered their interest with Nucleus Network (or
one of our previous brands, e.g Prism or Q-Pharm) before you referred them.
3. Your friend must be eligible for the study, pass screening and actually participate in the clinical trial
dosing (or be an eligible alternate) for you to be eligible for the payment.
4. You are eligible for the payment for the first study in which your friend participates (they are dosed
or an eligible alternate). If they participate in multiple clinical trials, you are only eligible for the
referral payment once.
5. Employees of Nucleus Network and associated partners in the study are not eligible for the referral
program.
6. Your friend must mention your name to us during phone screening for the study.
7.

It is entirely your friend’s choice whether or not to participate and they have the right to change their
mind at any time. Any coercion is a violation of the ethical policies that govern clinical trials.

8. Your $500 referral fee will be paid within 10 business days after your friends study participation.
It will be paid into your bank account. If we do not have your details on file as a previous participant,
we will reach out to you to ask for your payment details. All details are kept securely in a dedicated
system.
9. You can refer as many people as you like but you cannot advertise the study. The referral program
is provided with a “fair use” understanding that every referrer has an existing relationship with the
person being referred. Bulk, spam or wholesale referrals will not be eligible for the program.
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